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SEMI-ISOTOPIES AND THE LATTICE OF INNER IDEALS

OF CERTAIN QUADRATIC JORDAN ALGEBRAS
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JEROME M. KATZ(')

ABSTRACT.   The concept of isotopy plays an extremely important role in

the structure theory of simple quadratic Jordan algebras satisfying the minimum

condition on principal inner ideals.  We take Koecher's characterization of iso-

topy and use it as the basis of a definition of semi-isotopy.

It is clear that semi-isotopies induce, in a natural way, automorphisms of

the lattice of inner ideals.  We concern ourselves with the converse problem;

namely, if  73   is a semilinear bijection of a quadratic Jordan algebra such that  17

induces an automorphism of the lattice of inner ideals, is  r¡   necessarily a semi-

isotopy?  We answer the above question in the affirmative for a large class of

simple quadratic Jordan algebras satisfying the minimum condition on principal

inner ideals (said class includes all such algebras of capacity at least three over

fields of characteristic unequal to two).   Moreover, we prove that the only such

maps which induce the identity automorphism on the lattice are the scalar

multiplications.

1. Preliminaries.  In this paper, we continue our study of automorphisms

of the lattice of inner ideals of simple quadratic lordan algebras begun in our

earlier paper [7].  In that paper, attention was focused on determining the auto-

morphism group of the lattice of inner ideals and on determining under what con-

ditions two algebras can have isomorphic lattices of inner ideals.  In the present

paper our attention is focused on determining which semilinear bijections of a

simple quadratic lordan algebra satisfying the minimum condition on principal

inner ideals induce automorphisms of the lattice of inner ideals. We will freely

make use of our earlier results and of McCrimmon's determination of the inner

ideals for the algebras under consideration [9].

The concept of an isotope of a quadratic Jordan algebra plays an extremely

important role in the structure theory (see [3] ). One defines an isotopy to be an

isomorphism of a quadratic Jordan algebra onto an isotope.
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It is well known [3, p. 1.67] that a bijective linear mapping 77 of a qua-

dratic Jordan algebra   3 onto itself is an isotopy if and only if there exists a

linear mapping 77*  of  3 such that

(1) Uan = v*Uav   for all a G 3.

We define a bijective semilinear mapping 77 to be a semi-isotopy if there exists a

semilinear mapping 77* of 3 such that (1) holds. The set of all semi-isotopies

of 3  forms a group.

It is easily seen that the image of an inner ideal under a semi-isotopy is an

inner ideal.  Thus every semi-isotopy induces in a natural way an automorphism

of the lattice of inner ideals.  It is our intention to show that if 17  is a semilinear

bijection of a quadratic Jordan algebra which induces an automorphism of the

lattice of inner ideals then, under certain assumptions on the algebra, 7?  is a semi-

isotopy. The method of proof will be by a case-by-case examination of the simple

quadratic Jordan algebras satisfying the minimum condition on principal inner

ideals. We will make use of the classification of such algebras due to Jacobson,

Osborn and McCrimmon (see [3] or [8] ).

First, we prove the following general proposition concerning regular quadratic

Jordan algebras (i.e. those in which x G 3(7^).

Proposition 1.   Suppose 77 is a semilinear bijection of a regular quadratic

Jordan algebra  3 w«ic« induces an automorphism of the lattice of inner ideals

of 3.   Then  (£ = 3i/e if and only if (St? = 3t/CT).

Proof.  Since t?~ 1   also induces such an automorphism, it suffices to prove

that   C=3C/C implies Çt? = 3f/CT?.

If c G (S, C77 G Çt? which implies cr¡ G (3Uc)n. Thus 3í7CT) C QUcyr¡

since (3í/c)77 is an inner ideal.

Since C7?g3î/ct?, c = C7777-1 G(3í7crj)77-1.  But since (3i/C7}>7-1   is an

inner ideal containing c, we must have

SUcGßU^yr,-1    or   (3^>? ç 3c/CT),

giving the desired equality.

We will be applying the conclusion of Proposition 1 to simple quadratic

Jordan algebras satisfying the minimum condition on principal inner ideals, as these

algebras are known to be regular.

2. The algebras Jord (Q, 1). In this section we deal with quadratic Jordan

algebras of quadratic forms with base points. In our previous paper [7] using re-

sults due to Dieudonné (see [1]), we showed that any automorphism of the lattice
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of inner ideals of a simple finite-dimensional algebra Jord (Q, 1), where  ß is a

nondegenerate quadratic form of Witt index at least three, is induced by a semi-

similarity of the form Q.   The reader is referred to our previous paper [7] for a

brief summary of terminology used in connection with these algebras.  Jacobson

and McCrimmon [5, Theorem 8] have essentially shown that semisimilarities of

the form ß coincide with semi-isotopies of the algebra Jord (ß, 1).  Thus to

prove that any semilinear bijection of Jord (Q, 1)  that induces an automorphism

of the lattice of inner ideals is a semi-isotopy, it suffices to show that any semi-

linear bijection that induces the identity automorphism on the lattice of inner

ideals is a semi-isotopy.  Thus we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1.   Let 3 = Jord (ß, 1) where (Q, I) is a nondegenerate quadrat-

ic form of Witt index at least three and 3  is finite dimensional.  Suppose r) is

a semilinear bijection of 3 such that ßn = ß for every inner ideal g of 3.

77ien i¡ is a scalar multiplication.

Proof.  We recall [9, Theorem 6] that the proper inner ideals of 3  are

precisely the totally singular subspaces of 3.

Let  üj, v2, • ■ ■ , vk  be a basis for a maximal totally singular subspace of

3 and v\*, v*,---,vk be a dual basis to it.  Then there exist a,-, a,y E q>  such

that

vfl = (tfii,    (v¡ + vjjn = o^v, + Vj).<

But since rj  is semilinear, it follows that a,- = a;- = a,y  for all i  and /.

Thus let a be this common scalar.  Similarly there exists a scalar ß such that

u,*rj =. ßvf  for each i

Suppose i =£ /; then there exist /?,-,■ E <p  such that>

(vf + Vjyn = ßi}(v? + v¡) = ßvf + avn

Thus a = ß.

Let 7 G <ï>. Then (tu,- + u.)i? = 7t?ü,tj + u.n = yr)av¡ + av¡.  But there ex-

ists 86$ such that (yv¡ + vffq = 8(yv¡ + pA  Thus ôvj = auf or 5 = a.

Hence (717)0 = 70 or yr¡ = y. Thus 17  is a linear mapping.

Let w be any other singular vector in 3. Then there exists ee$ such

that wn = ew.  Then since vx,v2,- • • ,vk  is a basis for a maximal totally sin-

gular subspace, there exists 1 (1 < / < &) with Q(v¡, w) ¥= 0.  Then by modifying

w by a scalar, we can suppose Q(v¡, w) = 1.  Let v = Q(v*, w).

Q(av¡ + bvf + w) = abQ(v¡, vf) + aQ(v¡, w) + bQ(vf, w) = ab + a + bv.

For av¡ + bvf + w to be a singular vector, we must have
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(2) a = - bvl(b + 1)

which clearly has a solution other than a = b = 0  if $ has more than two

elements.  Thus we make this assumption and suppose a and b  satisfy (2).

Then there exists p G $  such that  (av¡ + bvf + w)t? = p(av¡ + bvf + w)

since av¡ + bvf + w is singular.  But (av¡ + bvf + w)r] = aav¡ + bavf + ew.

Thus since a  and b  are not both zero, we obtain p = a.

Thus wr¡ = aw holds for all singular vectors w if |$| > 3.

If |i>| = 2,  then a = 1   and  e = 1   since t?  is bijective. Thus again

e = a.

Thus 77 is a linear mapping of 3 such that wrj = aw holds for all singular

vectors w G 3.

Since 3  has a basis consisting of singular vectors, 77  must be scalar multi-

plication by a, proving the lemma.

Thus we have proved the following:

Theorem 1. Let   3= Jord (Q, 1) be such that (Q, 1) isa nondegenerate

quadratic form with base point of Witt index at least three on a finite-dimensional

vector space 3.  If 77 is a semilinear bijection of   3 which induces an automor-

phism of the lattice of inner ideals, then 77 is a semi-isotopy. Moreover,  77 in-

duces the identity automorphism on the lattice if and only if 77 is a scalar multi-

plication.

3, The algebras fè(03, y) where O is an octonion algebra.  In our previous

paper [7], we used results of Faulkner [2] to show that every automorphism of

the lattice of inner ideals of an algebra  3 = §(03, 7)  is induced by a semisimi-

larity of 3.  By a result due to Faulkner [2, Theorem 1.1], the semisimilarities

and semi-isotopies of 3  coincide.  Thus to prove that any semilinear bijection of

3 that induces an automorphism of the lattice of inner ideals of 3  is a semi-

isotopy, it suffices to prove that any semilinear bijection of  3 which induces

the identity automorphism on the lattice of inner ideals is a semi-isotopy.

By passing to an isotope, we can suppose 7=1; i.e., the involution in 03

is the standard involution. We make this assumption from now on.

Lemma 2.   Suppose 77 is a seinilinear bijection of 3 = §(03) such that

SBt? - 93 for every inner ideal 53 of 3.   Then rj is a scalar multiplication.

Proof.   3 has a basis consisting of elements of rank one which we will de-

note fx,f2,' • • , f2 7  where each /„  is either of the form e¡¡ (i = 1, 2, 3) or

eu + n(ak)ejj + ak [ij]   where  (i j k) is a cyclic permutation of (12 3).  If O

is an octonion division algebra n(ak) ¥= 0 (since ak + 0). If O is a split oc-

tonion algebra, then it is clear that we can choose ak  suchthat n(ak) = 0 for
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any ak  that occurs in our basis (since a split octonion algebra has a basis con-

sisting of noninvertible elements).

Then since n(- ak) = n(ak), n(afc)e,,- + e„ - ak [ij]   is also an element of

rank 1.  Let 5 = n(ak).

Then

(eu + 8eu + ak[ij])n = ßx(eü + 8ej} + ak[ij]);

(6eu + e¡¡ - ak [ij] >j = ß2(8eu + efí - ak [ij] ).

Thus n  maps (5 4- l)(e,-,- + ey.)  to

(13, + 8ß2)eii + (8ßx + ß2)en + ißx- ß2)ak[ij].

But eui7 = y¿ei( for some 7,- E í>.  Thus r¡ maps (5 + l)(e,-,. + e-j) to

7,(5 + l)T?e,.,. + jß + l)r¡eu.

Then it follows that ßx = ß2  and

(5 + l)ßxea + (5 + l)ßxeu = 7,(5 + l>jea + yß + l)r,e¡r

Thus

(3) (5 + l)ßx = 7,(5 + 1)1? = 7/(5 + 1>7.

Thus either 5 + 1 = 0 or 7, = 7.-.  If í> is a field with more than two

elements, by multiplying ak  by a scalar, we can force 5 = n(ak)  to be unequal

to - 1. If |0| = 2, then O is split, and n(ak) = 0 by the choice of ak  for

the split case.  Thus y¡ = y¡ for all i and j.

The proof of the linearity of t?  is divided into two cases depending on

whether O is split or not.

Suppose O is split.  Then (e¡¡ + afc[i/])T? = ßx(eti + afc[i/]).  Then ßx =

y¡ (since  $afc [ij]   is an inner ideal). Thus, for any ak with n(ak) = 0,

Ozfclv])1?= yflklü]• But iet aG *; ü1™

iaak[ij])n = ianyfflk\ii].

But (o¡afc [ij] )t? = û7iafe [17]   (since n(aafc) = 0). Thus since y¡ + 0, o; = ar¡ for

all a E q>.  Hence 7? is linear.

Now suppose O is an octonion division algebra.  Let

bx = eu + a28ej¡ + aak [ij]    and b2 = eu + Se/; + afc [i>].

Then since bx   and b2   are elements of rank one, there exist scalars ß and j3'

such that bxi) = ß'bx   and b2r\ = ßb2.  Let a€$.  Then
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(bx - ab2)r¡ = (1 - 0)777^.,. + (a2S - abyqy^.

But

(by - a&2>7 = Z>j77 - (a77)ô277

= ($ - <wjp>„ + (a2bß' - a7?i3S>// + (ß'a - aVß)ak[ij].

Equating the coefficients of e¡¡, e/;-  and ak [ij]   in these two equations

and performing some simple algebraic manipulations yields 5a = (077X677)  or

(a5)77 = aö.  But this holds for all  l#ae$  and  0#5e$.  Thus it follows

that 77  is linear.

Thus it follows from (3) that ßx = y¡. Hence 77 is a linear mapping of 3

such that 677 = 7,6 for each b in a basis of 3. Thus br¡ = y¡b for all b in

3, completing the proof of the lemma and the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let   3 = $(03) where © is an octonion algebra.  If 77 is

a semilinear bijection of 3 which induces an automorphism of the lattice of

inner ideals, then 77 is a semi-isotopy. Moreover r¡ induces the identity auto-

morphism on the lattice if and only if 77 is a scalar multiplication.

4. The algebras ip(A„, *)  where  *  is a hermitian involution.  In this sec-

tion we prove that if 7? is a semilinear bijection of  3 = ip(A/I, *), where  A  is

a divison ring, « > 3  and  *  is a hermitian involution, such that 93rc  is an inner

ideal for every inner ideal 53 of 3,  then 77  is a semi-isotopy of 3.  First we

prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.   Suppose 77 is a semilinear bijection of 3 = ¡£>(A„, *) such that

33t?=33 for every inner ideal  33 of 3.   77ie«  77 is a scalar multiplication.

Proof.  Since  $e(J. = %3eif  is a minimal inner ideal, there exists a¡¡ G 4>

such that el777 = <*¡fitf  Similarly since

*(*„ + eu + [ij]) = (eu + e„ + [ij] )%eH + e¡} + [ij])

(where   [ij]   denotes  1 [ij]   throughout this paper) is a minimal inner ideal, there

exist a¿/- G $ such that

(e„ + nn + [ij])n = a^H + efí + [ij]).

Since Oi^flC^ + fty + Anfl,

(c[i/])77 = 7/,-e« + V// + c'l#]

where y¡¡, 5/;- G 4>, 0 =£ c G A (by regularity of 3).

Every matrix in the inner ideal generated by c[ij] + c[ik]   has rank at most

two over i>.
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Thus (c[iy] + c [ifc] )t? must have rank two over <ï>.  But

(c[i/] + c[ik])n = 7^,7 + *tffí + c'Kfl + yikeu + 5ikekk + c"[ik] •

For (c[ij] + c[ik]fq to have rank two over i>, there must exist it, t, e E

$ (not all zero) such that

"(TV, + 7,-fc, c, c") + t(F, 8U, 0) + e(P, 0, 5,fc) = 0.

Thus either n = 0 or c',c" E $.

First suppose c, c" e <ï>. Let £ = (7i;- + yik)eu + c [ij] + c"[ik] + 8^ +

8fkekfc. Then '

F3F = ([i>] + [ik])WJ] + m)

since F3F = ([iy] + [ik])u3([ij] + [ik])i). If B = 2/3,«,.,. + JAtj[if\   is an arbi-

trary element of 3, we obtain that  FBF has as coefficients of e^, ekk  and

\jk], respectively,

c% + c'SyKby) + 8i;%

c"% + c"8ikt(bik) + 8ik%,

c'c'ßi + ¿'Sift; + Stfigfift + 8ikc'bik.

By choosing the /3,-  and 6« properly and noting that

FïF=i[ij] + [ikmi[ij] + m)

so that the coefficients of e^, ekk  and   \jk]   are equal, we obtain c'c" = c'2 =

c"2  and 5f/- = 5ffc = 0 (since c, c" # 0).

Secondly, suppose it = 0; then an easy inspection shows that 6/;- = 5Ifc ■

0.  By an argument similar to that given in the previous case, we deduce cc =

¿V' = c'c" which implies that c = c".

Thus in all cases, 5f/- = 5/fe = 0  and c = c". Arguing similarly, we deduce

7,7 = 7« = 0.

Thus c[ij]t) = c[if\ and eiti¡ = atfiH. Since (e,7 + e;/+ [i;] )t? = a^,-,■ +

"w*// + ^'['•'J ' we must nave ai/ = °t7 (since #(efl 4- e^ + [ij]) is a one-dimen-

sional inner ideal). Let a = a¡¡.

Let ÔGA; then

ib[ij] + mmib[ij] + m])

- 4ew + *(«(&>/, + ekfc + S0*D + A(l [iy] + 6"1 [*]).

Suppose b[ij]r¡ = c[ij]. Then calculating (c[ij] + a[ifc] )3(c [iy] + a[ik]) and
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using the fact that 17  induces the identity map on the lattice of inner ideals, we

obtain

n(c)eu + a2ekk + acxjk] = ß(n(b)en + ekk + b[jk])  for some ß G <í>.

Thus ß = a2  which implies a2b = ac or c = ab. Thus b [ij] 77 = ab [ij]

for any b G A, i and /.   Thus 77  is just the mapping A —► a4   for all A G 3,

proving the lemma.

Before proving a proposition concerning semilinear bijections, which induce

automorphisms of the lattice of inner ideals, we will require the following lemma.

Lemma 4.   Suppose o is an inner automorphism of An.   Then there ex-

ists a semi-isotopy 7? of 3 = §(AB,*) suchthat (E^¡E*)r¡ = (Ea)An n 3 for

every idempotent   E G An.   Thus any automorphism of the lattice of inner

ideals of 3  corresponding to an inner automorphism of An  is induced by a

semi-isotopy.

Proof.  It is well known that the structure group of 3  is the set of all

mappings rTT^   where  r G Aut An   and there exists H G 3  such that t~ 1 *t* =

IH   [4]. The group of semi-isotopies consists of all mappings oHR   where  a is

a ring automorphism, not necessarily an algebra automorphism and H is as above.

Suppose  a is an inner automorphism of An, say 0 = 7^; then  a~l*o* = IH

where Ha — A~l(A~1)*. Thus o(Ha)R   is a semi-isotopy.

Thus

(E3E*)o(Ha)R - (Eaßa(E*a)(Ha)R

= A-iEAA-l3AA-1E*AA-í(A-1)*G(Eo)An n 3;

the desired equality then follows by working with (Eo)$(Eo)*  and applying

a~ ', proving the lemma.

We are now ready to prove the following proposition which when combined

with Lemma 3 will give us the desired result for this case.

Proposition 2.   Suppose 7? is a semilinear bijection o/3=í>(A„, *),

where A is a division ring, « > 3 and * is a hermitian involution, such that

33t? is an inner ideal for every inner ideal 53 of 3.   Then 77 is a semi-isotopy.

Proof.  By Theorem 3 of [7], there exists a ring automorphism 0 of An

such that (E$E*)r¡ = (E<p)An n 3.  Since 0 is a ring automorphism of An,

there exists a ring automorphism  ^  of A and C invertible in An  such that

(a,y)0 = C~1 (a^C.   Then let 77'  be the semi-isotopy of  3 corresponding to
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the inner automorphism  <p':A—*C~lAC of An   (Lemma 4).  Then consider

77(77')"l. This semilinear bijection induces an automorphism of the lattice of

inner ideals which corresponds to the ring automorphism (ai;) —► (d¡¡x¡j) of An.

Thus the ring automorphism corresponding to  r¡(r¡)~'   fixes all matrix units of

An. To show 77  is a semi-isotopy, it suffices to show 77(77')" *   is a semi-isotopy;

i.e., it suffices to consider the case in which 0 fixes all ef/-.

Since everything involved remains unchanged under passage to an isotope,

we suppose   *  is the standard involution.

By a result due to McCrimmon [9, Main Theorem], every inner ideal in 3

is principal.  By Proposition 1, (B^B)r¡ = (7?77)3(i?7?).  By our previous results

[7, Proposition 4], (#35)77 = (770)21 n 3   (where we write  It   for  An   to sim-

plify notation).  But (Bri)3(Br))% = (5t?)21   [7, Proposition 4].  Then it follows

that (50)21 = (Br¡)% holds for all B G 3.  Thus (5t?0-1)21 = 521 holds for

all B G 3.

Let B = eu; the only row of 5t?0-1   that can be nonzero is the  ith row.

Thus the only row of 577  that can be nonzero is the  ith row. Thus Bt\ G q>7?

for B = e¡¡ (since eu% n 3 = <t>ej7).

Let B = [ij] ; then 7Î770-1 can have only rows 1 and / unequal to zero;

hence the same is true about 5t?. Thus Br¡ G A[17] + Qeu + 4>e 7 and 7?t?0- * G

<bea + <beu + Aetj + Aefi.

Thus,

Thus,

[ij] 7?0  l = a^a + ajfiu + bif>ij + bffff',

[ik]v<t>-1 = aikeu + akiekk + bikeik + bkieki.

([ij] + [ik])^'1 = (aif + aik)eii + a^n + akiekk

A-l

+ bifti + bikeik + V/i + b*?w

But   [17] + [ik]   has row k = row j.  Thus so does ([17] + [ik])r]<p~

Hence aki = a/7 = 0.  Similarly working with   [zY]   and  \jk] gives akj = a¿- = 0.

Thus   [ifttjC A [if].
In eu + e¡j + [ij], rows 1  and 7  are equal; since this property must be

preserved under t?0_ '   we have (e¡¡ + e¡= + [17] )t70~ ' = a(e¡¡ + e-- + [ij] ) for

some a G $ (since eur¡(t>~x G í>eJ¿).

Suppose 7 G $; then

(eu + y2ejj + 7[v])t?0_1 = ae¡¡ + a(yr¡4>-l)2ej¡ + a(77?0-1)[iy].

We must have row 7  being 7 times row i.  Thus a(7770-1) = 7a or 7 = 7770"1
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for all 76$. Thus t?0  '   is ^-linear.

Let c be an arbitrary element of A; suppose c [iy] 7? = c^-+ c,7e/7.  Then

ieii + c[ij] + nic)ejj)i1(t)-i

= aeu + cij<t>'leij + ci¡4>~1eji + n(cyxejr

But then row y  being c times row i  implies n(c)a = c(cf-0_1)  or

ca = c¡jí¡r '   or (ac)0 = c/;-. Thus c/;-  does not depend on /  and y, just on

c and n. Hence we set cr¡ = c„.

Then we obtain ac = ct¡<¡T i.  Thus r? = 4>aR   where 0 is a ring auto-

morphism of An  and a E 4>.

But it is well known [4] that any such mapping 7?  that maps 3  to 3 is

a semi-isotopy of 3, proving the proposition.

Thus we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let 3 = §(A„, *) where A is a divison ring, n>3, and

* is a hermitian involution.  Suppose 7? is a semilinear bijection of 3 which

induces an automorphism of the lattice of inner ideals; then 77 is a semi-isotopy.

Moreover 1? induces the identity automorphism of the lattice if and only if 77 is

a scalar multiplication.

5. The algebras ip(On, *) where Q is a split quaternion algebra.  In this

section, we prove results analogous to those proved in the previous section for the

case ip(An, *).  The arguments are simplified considerably by the fact that there

are "more" inner ideals in this case [9].

Lemma 5.   Suppose 3 =$>©„,*) where Q is a split quaternion algebra

over its center 4> and n>3. If 1} is a semilinear bijection of 3 such that

SBt? — 33 for every inner ideal 53 of 3,  then t? is a scalar multiplication.

Proof.  Since ^e¡¡ = e,-,-3e,7 is an inner ideal, there exist a¡ E $ such

that e,-,T7 = a¿eu. If a E eQ for some primitive idempotent e in C, then

4>a[iy]   is also an inner ideal; thus there exists a^ 6 $  suchthat a[iy]n =

a//aa[iy]. McCrimmon [9, Main Theorem] has proved that if e is a primitive

idempotent in Q, $e,-,. + eQ[iy]   is a point space (i.e., every <ï> subspace of it is

an inner ideal).  From this result of McCrimmon's it follows that a¡ = aia  for

any 1  and y  and for any noninvertible a GO.  Let us denote this common value

by a.

For any ß E <ï>, ̂(ßea + e[ij] ) is an inner ideal; thus

(ße„ + e[ij]>n = ißri)ieuv) + ie[ij])n - (fh(peu + ae[ij].
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But (ßr\)aeii +ae[ij]G$>(ßeu +e[ij]). Thus ßr> = ß which implies that 77  is

linear.

Since E = {e¡¡\ 1 < z < «} U {a[ij] |a G C noninvertible} contains a basis

for Í>(Q„, *) and since 77 acts as scalar multiplication on elements of E and is

i>-linear, 77  is a scalar multiplication proving the lemma.

For the algebras  3 = !£>(Q„, *)  there is a result analogous to Lemma 4.

The proof of the result [7] is similar to the proof of Lemma 4 as the determina-

tion of the group of semi-isotopies is identical to that of the previous case [4].

We freely use this result in the proof of the following proposition.

Propositions.   Suppose  3 = £>©„,*) where n>3 and Q is a split

quaternion algebra over its center $.  If r? is a semilinear bijection of 3 such

that 83t? is an inner ideal for every inner ideal 33 of 3,  then rj is a semi-

isotopy.

Proof.   By [7, Proposition 5], there exists a ring automorphism 0  of Qn

such that (£'3£'*)t7 = (£0)21 n 3   for all idempotents E of even rank in 21

(=C„).
Since 0 is a ring automorphism of C„, <t> is given by

(qiiyj> = C-\qijp)C

for some ring automorphism p  of Q and some C invertible in Qn.

But then since Q is isomorphic to  <I>2, p  is given by

(aij)p=B-l(aijxpy3

i for some automorphism  x]i  of $  and B invertible in $2.

Thus 0 is given by

O3j7)0 - D-1(ß^yD,      1 < /, / < 2n,

where  0  is an automorphism of $  and D is invertible in $>2n.

Then as in the proof of Proposition 2, we can suppose that 0 stabilizes all

the matrix units of $2n; i.e. 0 stabilizes eekk,eeu (l<i,j,k<n) for e =

(¿SMoo). O and OGQ.
Suppose E is an idempotent of rank 2 in   21 and consider E$E*. Then

[7, Lemma 7]  (E$E*)% =£21 = 521 for some 5 G 3. Thus (E^E*)% =

(535)21.
Then (535)t? = (Bri)3(Bn) (Proposition 1) which is equal to  (50)21 H 3.

Thus ((535)77)21 = (5t?)21 = (50)21 which implies that (5t70-1)21 = 521.

Take 5 = e[i7]   for the four values of e described earlier. Then
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B% = e[m=ZeOeik+ZeOeJk.
k k

Thus the only possible nonzero rows in Biyf *   are rows i  and y.   The

(i, fc)th entry of ¿?t?0_1   must be in  eQ and the  if, k)\h. entry must be in eQ.

Since 0 maps eQ to eQ and eQ to  eQ and 77  maps 3  to  3, it follows

that the only nonzero entries in Bi\ can be in the  (i, y')th and (j, i)th positions

and these entries must be conjugate under the involution in Q.  From that and

the fact that (Br¡)if E eQ and (Bi})]t E ¿Q, it follows that (Br\)i} E $e.

Then by an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 5, it follows

that there exists a£$ such that e,.,-T7 = aeu and e[iy]7? = ae[iy]   for all 1, y

and e as described above.  From this it follows that Ar\ = aA\p  for some auto-

morphism  \p  of 4>.  By the determination of the group of semi-isotopies [4], it

follows that 17 is a semi-isotopy.

Thus we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Suppose  3 = ¿P(Q„, *) where Q is a split quaternion algebra

over its center <ï> and n>3. A semilinear bijection 7? of 3 induces an auto-

morphism of the lattice of inner ideals if and only if 77 is a semi-isotopy.  More-

over 77 induces the identity automorphism if and only if 7? is a scalar multiplication.

6. The algebras 3l+   where 31  is simple artinian.  In this section we sup-

pose that  3 = 3l+   where  21 is a simple artinian algebra; then  SI is isomorphic

to An  where  A is a division ring.  Under the further assumption that n > 3

we prove that every semilinear bijection of 31+   which induces an automorphism

of the lattice of inner ideals is a semi-isotopy.  First we prove the following pro-

position.

Proposition 4. Suppose 31 = An where A is a division ring and n > 3.

If 77 is a semilinear bijection of 31 vvni'cn induces an automorphism of the lattice

of inner ideals, then 7? has necessarily one of the two forms.

X-^P(Xp)Q   or   X^P\Xe)Q

where P and Q are invertible in A,  p is an automorphism of A and e is an

anti-automorphism of A.

Proof.   Let  R  (resp.   L)  denote the lattice of right (left) ideals of 31.

Then by an argument similar to that used in the proof of Proposition 2 of [7], it

follows that either  Rt? = R  and   L17 = L, or  R77 = L  and   Lt? = R.

Suppose  R77 = R.  Then there exist ring automorphisms 0  and  ^  of 31

suchthat 77IR = 0 and t?|L = ii. Then there exist ring automorphisms a and

7 of A  and invertible elements P and ß in 21  suchthat X<j> = P~1(Xoy?

and X^ = Q-\Xt)Q.
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Then consider the mapping r¡:X—*P(Xrf)Q~i.  It follows that for any

E, FG21,

(£21)7?' = (E%)aPQ~ »    and (2170t?' = PQ~l(%Fyr.

It is clear that  (e,72l>?' = el72l and that (21^)7?' = 2ley/ hold for all i

and j.   But Ael7 = el72l n %ef¡. Thus (Ae^' = Aeif. Thus there exist di} G A

such that ej7T?' = G?j7e«.

It is also clear that r?'  fixes the minimal left ideal that has columns / and

k equal and all other columns equal to zero.  Thus 77'  fixes A(e¡- + eik) from

which it follows that d¡j = dik.  Similarly one obtains dkj = dy. Thus all the

dy are equal.  Let d be this common value.

Let c G A, then (e/y- + ceki)y\ = deu + c'ekj. Since (ce¡j + cek])rr{ must

have rows ¡'  and  k equal, c   depends only on c  and 77  and is independent

of k and 7. Define a mapping 0 of A  to itself by c0 = c'd~ '. Then since

c —*■ c   is a bijection of A, so is 0.

Next we want to show that 0 is an automorphism of A.  Let b, c G A;

then

(betj + ce^n' = ((b + c)e,7)77' = (b + c^dei};

(bei{ + ce^ri = (be^jr,' + (ceu)r¡ = (¿0 + £0)^,,

Thus (b + c)0 = b<j> + c0. To show that 0 preserves multiplication, let

b, c G A. Then

(eij + bekj)c%^(ei¡ + bek¡W,

(etj + bekj)c = ceif + bcekj.

Thus ((e¡j + bekj)c)r{ = (c^yle^ + (bc)^>dek¡.  But (el7 + bekj)r{%  is the right

ideal with row k equal to b<¡> times row 1.  Thus (&0)(c0)J = (bdypd, or

since di=0, (è0)(c0) = (ôc)0  as required.

Thus Xt?' = (X0)<7 where  0 is a ring automorphism of A  and d G A.

Thus

PX77Ö" * = (X0>7   or   Xt¡=P~1 (X<pyJQ = P~ ' (Z0)ß'

where  0 G Aut A.

Finally, we must consider the case in which  R77 = L. Then there exists an

anti-automorphism f  of 21.  Then  Rnf-1 = R.  Thus by the previous case

XtiÇ'1 =P~1X<pQ or Xr¡ = QçX<pÇ(P~l).  But since 0f is an anti-automorphism

of 21, it is given by X<pÇ = C~1 *(Xe)C where  e is an anti-automorphism of

A.  Thus Xr¡ = At(Xey3 where  e is an anti-automorphism of A  and A, B G

An  are invertible, proving the proposition.
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It is well known [4] that the mappings which appear in the conclusion of

the proposition are precisely the semi-isotopies of An. Thus we have the follow-

ing corollary.

Corollary. Suppose 77 is a semilinear bijection of A*  which induces

an automorphism of the lattice of inner ideals; then 77 is a semi-isotopy.

It remains to determine which semilinear bijections induce the identity auto-

morphism of the lattice of inner ideals. The result in this case is the following

lemma.

Lemma 6.   Suppose 3 = A+  where A is a division ring and n > 3. //

77 is a semilinear bijection of 3 such that SB77 = S3 for all inner ideals 53 of

3,  then 77 is a scalar multiplication by an element of the center of An  (=

center of A).

Proof.  Since 77 induces the identity automorphism on the lattice, we

must have  R17 = R.  As in the proof of the previous proposition, there exists

d E A    such that    etjr¡ = dei}   for all   1   and  y.   Suppose   c E A;   then

(e,y 4- cekffq = de¡j + (c$)dekj. But since row k must be c times row i, c0 = c.

Thus 0 is the identity map on A. Thus Xr¡ = Xd for all XS A„.  Consider

3l(ei;- + ceik). This left ideal has column k equal to c times column y".

(3l(e,7 4- ceik)yr] has column k equal to column y  times d~lcd.  Thus we must

have d~lcd = c for all c E A or dE center A.

Thus Xr¡ = pX for some p in the center of A as required to prove the

lemma.

Thus we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let  3 = A+  be such that A is a division ring and n>3.

If 77 is a semilinear bijection of 3 which induces an automorphism of the lattice

of inner ideals, then 77 is a semi-isotopy. Moreover, 77 induces the identity auto-

morphism on the lattice if and only if 77 is a scalar multiplication.
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